**Low Profile Frames**

**No. LB24**

**Twin/Full Four Leg**

**LOW PROFILE Frame**

One frame opens to twin or full size bedding automatically without measuring or mistakes.

**Re-orderable replacement parts:**

- Insert Glide sm (qty-4)
- Canoe Clip- (qty-2)
- End Cap 1 1/2"-(qty-2)

---

**No. LB34**

**Queen Five Leg**

**LOW PROFILE frame**

Has angle iron steel cross support with one leg to provide rigid center support. Distributes weight over 5 legs and protects box spring from sagging. Just open automatic frame to queen size and swing center support into place without nuts or bolts.

**Re-orderable replacement parts:**

- Insert Glide sm (qty-6)
- Canoe Clip- (qty-2)
- End Cap 1 1/2"-(qty-2)

---

**No. LB44**

**King Six leg**

**LOW PROFILE frame**

Has angle iron steel cross support with two legs to provide maximum rigid center support. Distributes weight over 6 legs and protects boxspring from sagging. Just open automatic frame to queen size and swing center support into place without nuts or bolts.

**Re-orderable replacement parts:**

- Insert Glide sm (qty-6)
- Canoe Clip- (qty-4)

---

**APPLICATION:** Bed frames for use with bolt on headboards only.

**CARTONS ONLY:**

- *LB24-Box 24 SERIES
- *LB34-Box 24 SERIES
- *LB44-Box 24 SERIES

**Glideaway Mfg. Co.**

* SHIPPED COMPLETE IN ONE CARTON

**Re-orderable replacement parts:**

- Canoe Clip- (qty-2)
- Insert Glide sm (qty-5)
- 1/2 X22 3/4 44 (Splicer bar) (qty-2)
- End Cap 1 1/2"-(qty-2)
INSTRUCTIONS TO ASSEMBLE MODELS: LB24/LB34/LB44

Swing out all cross rails as shown in diagram. Insert

Instructions for Twin, Full

1. Select proper pair of Keyhole slots for size of bedding to be used.

2. Overlap cross rails and slide shoulder rivets into Keyhole slots.

3. Pull cross rails OUTWARD so the shoulder rivets lock in keyhole slots.

Additional Instructions for King

1. Connect cross piece (F) to double angle cross support (G) by slipping L-shape slot on cross piece under shoulder rivets on double angle support and swing into place as described below. Assemble other end the same way.

2. Put center support (G) between open frame. Overlap the cross arms with cross piece (F) as shown in the diagram. Match shoulder rivets with keyhole slots on one side, and plain rivets with keyhole slots on the other side. Then pull OUTWARD.

After Bed Frame has been assembled in Queen size position (as shown above), swing the single angle iron center support (A) under side rails (C) so that clips (D) slide over the top of both side rails directly in center of frame.

For King Size beds, use same keyhole slots in cross arms as those used for Queen size.